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ABSTRACT. Text generation technology refers to the generation of natural language text 

by computer. According to different input, text generation technology can be divided into 

text-to-text generation, data-to-text generation and image-to-text generation, etc.; 

according to different tasks, it can be divided into text summarization, image caption, 

dialogue generation and so on. Nowadays, there are many researches on text generation 

technology in the field of natural language processing and artificial intelligence, and 

relevant papers are published at the top conferences every year. This paper summarizes 

the development process and the latest results of each branch of text generation 

technology. 

Keywords: Text generation technology, text summarization, image caption, dialogue 

generation 

 

 

 

1. Introduction. Automatic text generation is an important research direction in the field of 

natural language processing. It is a technique of converting different types of input into 

natural language expression. Text generation can be understood as the reverse of textual 

understanding: the latter requires the conversion of natural language expressions into 

machine-readable information, while the former is to convert the former-readable 

information into natural language expressions. Automatic text generation can be divided 

into text-to-text generation, data-to-text generation, and image-to-text generation, 
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depending on the input. Automatic text generation can also be divided into machine 

translation, text summarization, and picture caption and dialog generation according to 

different tasks. Since machine translation is a relatively independent research field, this 

article will not include this technology. It will mainly focus on summary generation, picture 

caption, and dialog generation techniques. 

With the development of deep learning, great progress has been made in the field of 

automatic text generation. What’s more, many scientific and technological achievements 

have been put into application. For example, Byte Dance’s media lab has made a news 

robot called Xiaomingbot in collaboration with the team led by Wan Xiaojun from Institute 

of Computer Science and Technology of Peking University. This news robot can learn to 

generate news through synthesizing and sorting grammatical components. It was initially 

put into use in 2016. At that time, it could only write sports news, but now news generated 

by the robot covers dozens of categories such as technology, finance, and real estate. The 

Associated Press's news robot, WordSmith has been put into use since 2014. The Heliograf 

from the Washington Post and the WritingMaster from First Financial Corporation also 

brought about great changes in the journalism industry. As can be seen from these 

examples, the automatic text generation technology is of strong practicality and an area 

worthy of attention. 

This article consists of five parts. The first one is introduction. The second part 

introduces the core text summarization technology in text generation, including the 

extraction method and the generation method. Then it introduces the evaluation method of 

automatic summarization. The third part is about picture caption technology, the 

combination of computer vision and natural language processing. It mainly introduces the 

text-picture alignment method and the model based on vector to generate indefinite length 

text; the fourth part is the dialogue generation technology, another branch of text generation 

technology, which mainly transforms abstract language into natural language and expresses 

it in a smooth way. It also includes a way to evaluate the quality of dialogue generation 

system. Finally, this paper summarizes all the automatic text generation techniques 

mentioned and gives a forecast of the future development of text generation technology. 

 

2. Automatic Summarization Technology. Automatic summarization refers to the process 

of a computer automatically extracting abstracts from the original documents, thereby using 

a simple and coherent short piece of text to comprehensively and accurately reflect the 

central content of a certain document. In 1958, H.P. Luhn published an article entitled “The 

Automatic Creation of Literature Abstracts”[1], marking the prelude to the study of 

automatic summarization. According to Radev’s definition, the abstract is "a piece of text 

extracted from one or more texts that contains important information in the original text 

that is no more than half the length of the original text.”[2] Automatic text summarization is 

designed to automatically produce a summary that is simple, fluid, and retains key 

information using the computer. Automatic text summaries have many application 

scenarios, such as automatic report generation, news headline generation, and search result 

preview. 
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Automatic text summarization can be divided into different types. According to the 

number of input texts, it can be divided into single document summarization and multiple 

document summarization. According to the number of language, it can be divided into 

single language summarization and cross-language summarization. Providing the method of 

generation, usually it can be divided into two types-extractive summarization and 

abstractive summarization. Extractive summarization usually uses different methods to 

evaluate document structural units (sentences, paragraphs, etc.), assigns weights to each 

structural unit, and then selects the most important structural unit to compose a summary. 

The abstractive method uses advanced natural language processing algorithms to generate 

more concise and concise summaries through techniques such as paraphrase, synonymous 

substitution, and sentence abbreviations. Techniques for sentence compression and 

sentence fusion are included in the generative method. In short, the former is composed of 

fragments extracted from the original text, and the latter is the reorganization of the source 

content. This article focuses on the techniques of how summaries are generated. 

2.1. Text Summarization Generation Method. 

2.1.1. Extractive Automatic Summarization. The realization of abstract is seeing 

sentence as the basic research unit, then evaluating and extracting sentences of the original 

text by their importance. The advantage of this method is that it is easy to implement and 

can guarantee the summary has good readability. This method mainly includes two steps: 

first is to calculate the importance of the sentences in the document and sort them 

accordingly; second is to select the important sentences to combine into the final summary. 

Rule-based approach can be used to achieve the first step, for example, the importance of a 

sentence can be determined by the location of the sentence or the cue words contained in 

the sentence. Various machine learning methods (including deep learning) can be used to 

classify, regress or order the importance of the sentence by considering the various features 

of the sentence as well. For example, the HMM model can be used to judge the possibility 

of each sentence in the summary[3], the summary task can be treated as a sequential 

tagging task and the conditional random field can be used to select sentences with the most 

information[4], and the ranking model based on RNN is developed to rank the sentences in 

the multi-document summary and learn the ranking features automatically[5]. Based on the 

sorting results of the first step, the second step is sentence similarity calculation, repeated 

sentences removal and sentences sorting to obtain the final summary. The most used 

sentence correlation algorithm is candidate methods (measuring the similarity between 

candidates and the selected paragraphs and clustering method[6]). There are also many 

algorithms to sort sentences, such as the method according to the time of publication[7-8], 

the expansion sort method which puts the topics related to the content together[9] and the 

bottom-up method of local approximation[10]), so as to obtain the final summary. In 

addition, there are methods to select sentences and process redundant sentences at the same 

time. For example, a method based on integer linear programming to select sentences from 

the shortest path set generated by all clustering[11-13] and to treat the text summary as a 

problem of budgeted maximization of sub-modular functions[14-15]. 

Many domestic scientific research institutions have conducted research in the direction 
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of text summarization, and published their findings on related academic conferences and 

journals. For sentence selection in automatic summarization, Wu Xiaofeng proposes a 

supervised extraction method based on sequence segmentation model, which uses semi 

CRF to label segments. The advantage is that it can use segment as the smallest extraction 

unit, thereby expanding the range of features[16]. For redundant sentences, he proposes a 

method to judge sentence similarity by semantic role tagging information, which first 

judges the semantic roles of all predicates, and then judges the similarity of semantic roles. 

Wan Xiaojun of the Institute of Computer Science and Technology of Peking University 

leads his team to achieve a series of results in the field of text summarization. The topic 

focused multi-document summarization based on manifold sorting[17], conditional Markov 

walk model based on clustering and HITS model based on clustering[18] are proposed, and 

the compressed text summarization based on sparse optimization[19] is also proposed by 

the team. The experimental results of conditional Markov walk model and HITS model on 

DUC2001 and DUC2002 datasets show the validity of the model, and the conditional 

Markov random walk model is more robust when the cluster number is different. In 

addition, for cross-language summarization, he proposed an English-Chinese 

cross-language summarization method based on translation quality prediction 

technology[20] and a method to generate summaries using information from both ends of 

cross-language documents simultaneously[21]. He also proposed a restricted collaborative 

sorting method according to the different emphasis of news reports in different languages. 

Li Fang proposed a query-oriented multi-module automatic summary system, which 

displays four kinds of summary modes: general summary, local summary, global summary 

and detailed summary to meet user’s requirement of summary [22]. 

2.1.2. Abstractive Automatic Summarization. Abstractive automatic text summarization 

can produce more human-like summaries by semantic parsing of the original document and 

representing the original document as a deep semantic form (such as a deep semantic map), 

then obtaining the deep semantic representation of the summary (such as a deep semantic 

sub-graph), and finally the summary text is generated from the deep semantic 

representation of the summary. This requires that the generative model has a stronger 

ability to represent, understand and generate text. At present, the generation of text 

summary is mainly based on machine learning and neural network, such as Seq2Seq model 

based on RNN[23] and Deep Reinforced (Seq2Seq+attention model for long text 

summary[24]. Seq2seq is a network of Encoder-Decoder structure, its input and output are 

both sequences. Encoder converts a variable length signal sequence into a fixed length 

vector representation, and Decoder converts this fixed length vector into a variable length 

target sequence. However, the use of Seq2Seq to deal with long text may lead to repeated 

phrases and incoherent phrases. Deep Reinforced model is proposed for this purpose. It 

introduces Attention and reinforcement learning to make the model pay attention to the 

generated words. It helps to solve the problem that it is easy to repeat the same word and 

sentence when the Seq2Seq model trying to generate long sentence, and optimizes the 

result for ROUGE, so that the model can get higher scores in the ROUGE evaluation.  

ConvS2 model was put forward by AI Laboratory of Facebook[25]. Unlike Seq2Seq and 
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Deep Reinforced, it is based entirely on CNN and has the advantage of parallel computing 

while training. When it is implemented, word order is expressed as a distributed vector, 

which makes the model obtain word order and position information, simulates the 

perception of word order in RNN, and adds nonlinear transformation on the basis of 

traditional CNN, which makes the output independent of the length of input and easier to 

optimize. 

Historically, the effect of extractive summarization is usually better than abstractive 

summarization. Earlier studies were mainly focused on abstractive summarization as well. 

With the rise of deep neural network, the abstractive text summarization based on neural 

network has been developed rapidly, and has achieved good results. There are several 

abstractive neural network models that have surpassed the best extractive models on the 

DUC-2004 test set. 

2.2. The Evaluation of Automatic Text Summarization. Jones and Galliers divides the 

evaluation of automatic summarization into two types: one is internal evaluation, which 

evaluates the quality of summaries by analyzing the quality of them directly; the other is 

external evaluation, which considers specific purposes of summaries and evaluates the 

quality of summaries according to the results completed. For example, it can be evaluated 

according to the correct rate of retrieval when generating summaries for information 

retrieval[26].  

Internal evaluation is the commonly used method in academia. It needs to compare the 

automatically generated summaries with the summary provided by experts. In other words, 

it needs a manually created reference summary. ROUGE is an internal evaluation method, 

which is based on the BLEU score of machine translation. It is a standard using the longest 

common substring and co-occurrence statistics of word pairs in sentences.[27] The main 

implementation is to use the number of n-gram matches between the reference summary 

and the generated summary to divide the number of n-gram phrases in the whole generated 

summary[28]. The result of this method has been proved to be consistent with the result of 

manual evaluation. 

 

3. Image Caption Technology. The technology of image caption is to generate the 

corresponding description of a given image. It involves the knowledge of computer vision 

and natural language processing at the same time. These two areas, which had previously 

been developed separately, have more and more interactions in recent years due to the 

growing concerns in combining language and visual information. Image caption is also 

called image title generation. Its requirement is to describe a natural image in the form of 

natural language, that is, to translate the information in the image. It requires the system to 

understand the content of the image first, such as recognizing the scene in the image, a 

variety of objects, the object properties, the action that is taking place and the relationship 

between the objects; then according to the grammar rules and language structure, generates 

human-understandable sentences. Many methods have been proposed to solve this problem, 

including template-based approach, semantic migration approach, neural machine 

translation approach, and hybrid approach. With the continuous breakthrough of deep 
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learning technology, especially CNN technology in the field of language recognition and 

vision, the method based on neural machine translation and its mixing with other visual 

technologies has become the mainstream to solve this problem. This kind of methods 

considers that the CNN model can extract the image features which are more abstract and 

more expressive, and can provide reliable visual information for the subsequent language 

generation model. 

3.1. Image Caption Generation Method. The key of image caption technology is image 

description model, that is, how to describe relevant relationship between entities and 

attributes and their behaviors. There are two main description models, one is to describe the 

retrieval in visual space, and the other is to describe the retrieval in multi-modal space. 

3.1.1. Retrieval in Visual Space. Retrieval in descriptive visual space is to automatically 

generate an image description by retrieving an image similar to the query image. The 

general step of visual retrieval method is: 1) A given query image is represented by a 

specific visual feature. 2) The candidate image set is retrieved from the training set based 

on the similarity of features in the visual space. 3) A description of the candidate image is 

rearranged by further utilizing the visual and/or textual information contained in the 

retrieval set, or fragments of the candidate description are combined according to a 

particular rule or scheme. The Im2Text model is based on the visual similarity between the 

object regions detected in the training image and the query image, and extracts nouns and 

verb phrases from the descriptions in the training set. The visual similarity between the 

detection of the query image and training images is measured based on the appearance and 

geometric layout of the query to detect and collect prepositional phrases for each feature in 

the query image. By measuring the calculated global scene similarity between the query 

and training images, additional prepositional phrases are collected for each scene context 

detection. Finally, a description of each detected object is generated from these collected 

phrases by integer linear programming, in which factors such as word order and 

redundancy are taken into account [29]. There is also a method of extracting the visual 

content of the input image based solely on the text information in the description of the 

visually similar image, first dividing the candidate description into phrases like (subject, 

verb) (subject, verb, object) (verb, preposition, object), and then using the fixed template to 

generate the description[30]. With the introduction of deep learning, the method of 

description generation has changed. The generation of description becomes a problem of 

summary extraction. In the last step of reordering, the text information is considered to 

select the output description. The concrete methods include the distributed query expansion 

method based on the combinatorial distributed semantics of CNN[31] and the method of 

taking the output of CNN as the input of RNN to generate description[32]. 

3.1.2. Retrieval in Muti-modal Space. Multi-modal retrieval also regards image 

description as a retrieval problem. The concrete steps are as follows: 1. A training set of 

image description pairs is used to learn a common multimodal space for both visual and 

textual data. 2. Given a query, cross-modal (image-sentence) retrieval is performed using a 

joint representation space. In this model, images and sentences are mapped to a common 

space, resulting in a joint space that can be used for image search (to find the most 
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reasonable image for a given sentence) and image annotation (to find sentences that 

describe an image)[33]. Initially, the linear model was used to construct the joint space, 

now the neural network is used to construct vector representations of sentence and image, 

and then these representations are mapped to a common embedded space[34]. When 

generating the description, bilinear model is used to learn the common space of image 

features and syntactic phrases (noun phrases, verb phrases and prepositional phrases). Then, 

Markov model is used to generate sentences from these embedded phrases[35]. Specifically, 

the first step is to generate a visual semantic alignment model; the second step is to 

generate a multimodal RNN model for the text description of the new image. The visual 

semantic alignment model proposed by Andrej Karpathy et al. uses RCNN to extract image 

features and then uses bidirectional cyclic neural network (BRNN) to calculate the 

representation of words, which can avoid the loss of context meaning caused by the direct 

mapping of words[36]. After obtaining the image features and the text, the score function is 

used to calculate the text matching of each feature point in the pattern, so as to obtain the 

aligned image and text. The multi-modal RNN model predicts a variable-length text 

sequences based on the given images. During training, the model needs to predict the next 

word based on the given word and its context, and repeat until reaching the end symbol. 

When given a new image, the model will find the starting vector of the corresponding text 

according to the feature vector of the image, then repeat the previous process, output the 

text until the end symbol is met and the output is completed. 

3.2. The Evaluation of Automatic Image Caption. The evaluation of image caption has 

always been a controversial topic, because it is a relatively subjective task. It is difficult to 

generate a set of objective and unified evaluation criteria. Whether the evaluation standards 

can achieve a result consistent with human evaluation is the focus of current studies. SPICE 

is a widely accepted evaluation method[37]. It will evaluate the generated text and 

reference text according to the generative semantic scene graph, with the contact ratio of 

tuples in two kinds of text to represent the quality of the generated text. The advantage of 

this method is that it can be consistent with the human judgment, but the disadvantage is 

that only tuples in the sentence are taken into account, and the overall structure of the 

sentence is not considered. On the CVPR 2018, a method of using machine learning to 

score the quality of the generated text is put forward. It uses a training network to evaluate 

the quality of the sentence, and a classifier to classify the reference text and the generated 

text according to the quality of the sentence. Then it uses the regression method to mark the 

sentences accurately[38]. 

 

4. Dialogue Generation Technology. The technology of dialogue generation refers to the 

multiple rounds of questions and answers between the computer and human beings. There 

is no need for the conversational system to provide answers in the first round of interaction 

since there can be a rhetorical mechanism to guide users to reformulate their requirements 

in a more acceptable way to the system. After that, users are often able to change 

expressions that are not standardized for the system. Question and answer generation 

technology has a very wide range of applications, such as online shopping automatic 
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customer service[39] and chat robot[40],. The development of this technology enjoys broad 

prospect. 

Dialogue generation system mainly includes four modules: construction of knowledge 

base, understanding of natural language, tacking of state and generation of answer. The 

technology of text generation involved is to convert the abstract dialogue into fluent natural 

language. The traditional method is to map sentences. The input semantic symbols are 

mapped to the intermediate form of utterance, such as tree or template structure, and then 

the intermediate structure is transformed into the final answer through the surface 

implementation[41-42]. After the introduction of neural network, the dialogue behavior 

types and constraints are transformed into one-hot control vectors as input information to 

ensure that the generated dialogue is in accordance with expectations[43]. To avoid 

duplication when generating text, it is also necessary to set up a control unit to control the 

conversation behavior. 

4.1. Dialogue Generation Method. Dialogue generation is to use natural language to 

answer users' questions. There are usually three ways to achieve the target: 1) Based on 

manual templates; 2) Based on the knowledge base retrieval; 3) Based on Seq2Seq model.  

4.1.1. Template-based Dialogue Generation. The technology based on manual template 

sets the dialogue scene manually, and writes corresponding dialogue template for each 

scene. The final form of reply is to fill a template that most content has already been given, 

and only some concrete parameters need to be filled in.  

Manual template-based dialog generation can be divided into five modules: input system, 

active ontology, implementation system, service system and output system. The data and 

models stored in active entities include: domain model, user customized information, 

language schema, vocabulary and domain entity database. The domain model includes the 

concept, entity, relation, attribute and the internal representation of instances in a vertical 

domain, namely the ontology. Vocabularies are used to maintain domain-specific 

conversation templates that are written manually. The implementation system parses the 

user's input into user's intention for internal use and then calls data in the active otology to 

assemble the answer, guide the user to input and generate the result.  

Template-based dialogue generation is more suitable for specific domains and can 

provide precise answers within a limited range, but the disadvantage lies in its poor 

scalability and portability. 

4.1.2. Knowledge Base Retrieval-based Dialogue Generation. The technical route of 

knowledge base retrieval-based dialogue generation is similar to that of search engine. A 

database called knowledge base is prepared in advance, which contains abundant dialogue 

materials and the problems are indexes therein. Then the NLP technology is used to analyze 

the problem raised by users. The most appropriate response content is found by fuzzy 

matching the defined knowledge base with keyword extraction, inverted index, document 

sorting and other methods. The core technology of such solutions is to find more data to 

enrich and clean the knowledge base, but it is difficult to monitor when the amount of data 

is too large. As a result, disjointed date may lead to poor continuity in the conversation. 

DeepQA is a technology based on knowledge base retrieval[44-45], which gives answers to 
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a question by searching and quantifying evaluation of prepared materials. In particular, the 

system retrieves many different resources based on different understanding of questions 

and types, and returns a variety of candidate answers[46]. Any answer is not immediately 

determined because over time the system gathers more and more evidence to analyze each 

answer. Then the system uses hundreds of different algorithms to analyze the evidence 

from different angles to get hundreds of eigenvalues or scores, which represent the degree 

to which some evidence supports an answer on a particular dimension. All eigenvalues or 

scores for each answer are combined into a single score, indicating the probability of the 

answer being correct. The system uses statistical machine learning method to learn a large 

number of data sets to determine the weight of the various eigenvalues, and ultimately will 

output the answer which has the highest score[47].  

Knowledge base-based conversation generation is very extensible, but there may be 

situations where answers are not coherent and contextual. 

4.1.3. Seq2Seq-based Dialogue Generation. Dialogue generation based on deep learning 

usually does not rely on a specific answer library or template, but based on the language 

ability learned from a large number of corpus to carry out the dialogue. A method of 

generating answers directly from the content of a question is defined as a generation model 

based on certain conditions. The Seq2Seq model described in 2.1.2 can also be used to 

perform this task. Google uses the Seq2Seq model to generate a question and answer set in 

the IT domain, and generates a dialog system upon it, which outperforms the 

template-based dialogue system [48]. In order to take the contextual connection into 

consideration, Context is introduced to form the Context+seq2seq model. There are two 

approaches to deal with Context, one is to replace RNN model with multi-layer feed 

forward neural network in Encoder part, which can encode Context and information into 

the middle semantic expression of Encoder-Decoder model through multi-layer feed 

forward neural network[49], and can avoid the excessive text length caused by the direct 

connection of Context and the information at the same time. Another approach is to use a 

hierarchical neural network[50] to encode every sentence in the Context into an 

intermediate semantic representation with RNN. Then the results of the first stage are 

encoded in order by the second level of RNN, which is called ContextRNN. In this way, the 

state information of hidden layer node at the tail node is the semantic encoding of all 

Context and current information, which is used as the output of the Decoder. This allows 

contextual information to be taken into account when answers are generated. 

4.2. The Evaluation of Generative Dialogue. In view of the natural language 

understanding stage of dialogue generation, researchers use support vector machine 

(SVM)[51] and deep syntax classification[52] to classify the problem, and then use the 

results returned by search engines to calculate the mutual information between the each 

word in the problem in order to determine the keywords of the problem[53]. Good results 

have been achieved. There are also many studies on the evaluation of dialogue quality, such 

as the Ruber index based on previous answers[54], the classification of questions and 

answers to improve the quality of evaluation[55], the conversion of answering questions 

into text summary questions. 
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5. Conclusions. This paper summarizes the technology of automatic text generation and 

combs the cutting-edge technology in this field by selects articles of top journals and 

conferences. Automatic summarization is the core of automatic text generation technology, 

because other text generation technology can be more or less converted into the problem of 

summary generation. For example, Seq2Seq model is used both in text summarization and 

dialogue generation. Automatic text generation technology is widely used in the business 

field. Many automatic text generation tools have brought great changes to the industry. 

However, because of the complexity of human language, the current automatic text 

generation technology cannot replace human beings. But one can tell from the above 

technology that the plasticity of deep learning is very strong, therefore it can realize more 

potential in the text generation field. For example, the computer may learn to generate text 

through antagonistic neural network. Moreover, how to synthesize all kinds of text 

generation functions to form a reusable text generation framework is also one of future 

development direction of text generation technology. 
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